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Abstract 

 
Extremal topology was defined on an arbitrary set   as a maximal non-discrete 

topology [2]. In this paper we will prove that every extremal topology   on a set   

has to be of the form                       , for some     and some 

ultrafilter   in      . Where          is the power set of       . We also show 

that if   is a free ultrafilter then       is a    space. 
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 المستخمص
ه إسسفبتتحة سةس س[2]س تةبةتة طنسغطاس تق ع س ل س   ة  سس  سأنهنسأسة اتتةبةتة طنسات ت ا  سس تا س  س

س ت ا  ساتةاس  سسأرسأ ستةبةتة طن س                      س ل ساتندةسX ل س   ة  
ستل   ة     ة  ساتقةةسه سس        ,سدطثس      ل سس سات اشدنتسات ةسط سبع تةسس   تبع س
س.  سطكةرس     س إرس اش س ةس سداس سإ اسكنرأطانسحة سنفبتسس.     

 

Preliminaries 

 

If   is a non-empty set,  a non-empty collection   of subsets of    is called a 

filter in   if (i)    , (ii) if         then        , (iii) if     and     

with     then    .  
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A filter   on   is said to be free filter provided       
       otherwise it is called 

a fixed filter.A filter   is called an ultrafilter if it is a maximal filter; that is if   is 

a filter containing  , then    . A filter   is an ultrafilter in   if and only if for 

any     either     or       and an ultrafilter   is fixed ultrafilter if and 

only if there exists,     such that     
          . A collection   of subsets of   is 

a filter base for a filter in   if and only if: (i)    , (ii) For any   ,      there 

exists      with         . Every filter is contained in an ultrafilter see [1] 

and [4].  A topological space   is said to be a door space if any subset of   is 

either open or closed [1]. A topological space   is called a   

 

 space if every one-

point set is either open or closed. Clearly if   is a door space then   is a   

 

 space. 

In [2] extremal topology was defined, and it was proved that for any 

     ,                                               is an 

extremal topology and if   is finite then every extremal topology on   

has to be of the form        for some            In this paper we will 

generalize Theorem 1-2 and Theorem 2-1 of [2] and derive some other 

properties of extremal spaces. 

 

The Main Results 

 

We first give the following Theorem 

Theorem 1: 

If   is a non-empty set,     and                        for some 

filter   in       then: 

a)   is a topology on  . 

b)       is a normal space. 

c)       is a door space and hence a   

 

 space. 

d) If   is a free filter in      , then       is a Hausdorff space and hence a 

   space. 

Proof:  

a) Is trivial. 

b) Let     be any two disjoint closed subsets. Then we have two cases: 

case(i): If       then     are two disjoint open sets. 

case(ii): If      , say    ,    . Then   is a clopen( closed and 

open) subset and so    and   are two disjoint open sets containing   and   

respectively. Hence   is a normal space. 
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c) Let   be any subset of  . If    , then   is an open set. If    , then for 

any    ,     is an open set containing   and disjoint from  . Hence   is a 

closed set. So       is a door space. 

d) If   is a free filter in      ,          . Then if          , 
the sets         are two disjoint open sets containing   and   

respectively. If        , then since   is a free filter in      , so 

there exists     with     and hence      ,     are two disjoint 

open sets containing   and   respectively. Therefore   is a 

Hausdorff space and hence by (b) above   is a    space.  

The following Theorem generalizes both 1-2 and 2-1 of [2] 

Theorem 2 [3]: 

A topology   on   is an extremal if and only if there exists      such that 

                       for some ultrafilter   in      . 

Proof: 

  Suppose   is an extremal topology, then there exists     with 

     . 

Let                    , then   is a filter base for a filter   in      , 

and if       
       then   is a free filter while if       

       then   is a fixed filter. 

Let   be an ultrafilter in       containing   and    be the topology generated by 

the collection   {         }. Since       , then    is not discrete and 

since      and   is an extremal so      and hence {         }   . Also 

since   is extremal     for any        , otherwise 

                      

is not a discrete topology containing   and with       . Which is a 

contradiction. Hence 

                      . 

If    , then if     we then have         and so 

                      . 

 If    , then since   is an ultrafilter so either         or      . If  

        then                       . 

If       then             and so                    , which is a 

contradiction. So we have  

                      . 
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  Suppose                        for some     and some ultrafilter 

  in      . To show that   is an extremal. Let  ́ be a non-discrete topology with 

   ́ and    ́. Then there exists    ́ with    . 

If     then              and we have a contradiction. 

If    , then since   is an ultrafilter in      , so either         or 

     . If        , then     and we have a contradiction. If 

      then              ́, and so                    ́, 

a contradiction since  ́ is not discrete so    ́ and hence   is an extremal 

topology on  .  
 

Corollory 3: 

If                        is an extremal topology and   is a fixed 

ultrafilter in      , then          for some    . 

Proof:  

If   is a fixed ultrafilter, then there is         with     
        . So   

         {         }           {             }        . 

The following two corollaries are consequences of Theorem 2. 

Corollary 4: 

If   is an extremal topology on a set   then: 

a)       is a normal space. 

b)       is a door space and hence a   

 

 space. 

Corollary 5: 

If                        is an extremal topology on   and   is a free 

ultrafilter in      , then       is a    space and hence a    space. 
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